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The man most hated by the LAPD - a black lawyer who has made his name by bringing lawsuits
alleging racism and brutality by police officers - has been found murdered on the eve of a high-
profile trial. The list of suspects includes half the police force. And Harry Bosch is the detective
chosen to lead the investigation. The political dangers of the case are huge. If it's not
investigated fairly, the public outcry could make the Rodney King riots look tame. But a full
investigation will take Bosch into the ugliest corners of law enforcement. To make matters worse,
Bosch's wife, Eleanor, has disappeared. Bosch fears she has left him - or succumbed to her
gambling addiction. He's not sure which would be worse. Angels Flight reads in a white heat. It
continues to up the ante of the series that is "raising the hard-boiled detective novel to a new
level - adding substance and depth to modern crime fiction." (Boston Globe)

About the AuthorCharles Colson is a popular and widely known author, speaker and radio
commentator whose critiques of American culture have made him one of the nation’s most
prominent proponents of a biblical world view. He is the founder of the international ministry
Prison Fellowship and the Colson Center for Christian Worldview. Many of his books, such as
Born Again, The Body, Loving God, The Good Life, How Now Shall We Live? and The Faith,
have shaped modern Christian thinking on cultural issues and public policy. In 1993 Colson was
awarded the prestigious Templeton Prize for Progress in Religion, donating the entire $1 million
prize to Prison Fellowship. And in 2008, Colson was honored by President Bush with the
Presidential Citizen’s Medal. His radio broadcast, BreakPoint, airs daily to 2 million listeners.
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Keith Otis Edwards, “The American Dostoyevsky. I was just reading the section in the Noe Yawk
Times Book Review, where they ask some author or celebrity what their favorite book is, and that
got me to thinking, What is my favorite book?That's a difficult question to answer, but then I
remembered that there are several books that I've read many times. Repeated readings must be
an indication of how much I enjoy a book, and if nothing else, it demonstrates that the book is
worth reading more than once.  In my teens, I read Robert van Gulik's 
  
Judge Dee mysteries

  
  
     over and over. Other favorites that I never tire of are 
  
The Sleepwalkers

  
  
     by Arthur Koestler, any history by Barbara Tuchman or William Manchester, 
  
Honey in the Horn



  
  
     by H. L. Davis. At parties in my youth, I often read aloud from the bizarre 
  
This Is Your Final Warning!

  
  
by Thom Metzger.But it so happens that the one book I've read and reread more than any
other is Angels Flight. I admire all of Michael Connelly's novels, but in this one he goes beyond
the classic hard-boiled-detective, whodunit genre. It's really a work of literature.I once saw
Michael Connelly at a book signing, and when he autographed this book for me, he told me that
he wrote it backwards -- that is, he wrote the ending, and then wrote the chapters in reverse
order. That seemed strange to me, because the ending is the weakest part of the book. Like
most of his novels, Angels Flight goes on for too long, and the last third of the novel is just
another of his sordid tales of an evil old man who molests children. (Chapters 39- 40 are pure
bathos.) But the beginning of the book is closer to Dostoyevsky than the typical crime
thriller.What makes this novel so great is what it lacks. Connelly has abandoned the standard
devices of most authors.Second-rate novelists often rely on the threadbare device of the simile. I
imagine that in creative writing classes they teach nascent authors to use as many similes as
possible. (A simile is a metaphor with "like" or "as" in the sentence, and ironically one of
Connelly's favorite authors, Raymond Chandler, wrote one of the most famous and egregious
similes in fiction: "He looked about as inconspicuous as a tarantula on a slice of angel food.") I
am often dismayed that an author I otherwise admire will stoop to using such a hackneyed
contrivance, but in general, the worse the author, the more rancid the simile. Connelly has
dispensed with such artifice entirely.There is no "blind lead," where the book starts out with a
vague and shadowy description of something unnamed, and you will learn the details of how it
fits into the plot later. There is very little description in any of Connelly's novels, and if you really
want to know what the scene looks like, you can purchase 
  
Blue Neon Night - Michael Connelly's Los Angeles,



  
  
a DVD of Los Angeles landmarks that are often mentioned in the novels. The same footage is
available at various places on line.James A. Michener famously said that he deliberately made
the opening chapters of his novels difficult so as to "Weed out the ribbon clerks"(a gambling
expression). That doesn't happen with Connelly's novels. He burns rubber from the opening
paragraph. Unlike inferior novels such as 
  
the most popular book among women

  
  
(where he doesn't put the pork to her until chapter 8), Angels Flight takes no time to get going.
On page one, the phone rings. Harry Bosch is summoned to a crime scene. There is no setup,
no gimmickry. You hit the ground running. The dialogue is terse and realistic. The situation is
plausible. There's no temptation to skip ahead, and you wouldn't dare, because things move
fast.Nor is the story told out of sequence -- the latest fad -- jumping back-and-forth in time. The
beauty of Michael Connelly's style is that he has stripped the writing down to its bare essentials,
and in discarding the gimmicks, he has thus made it more effective.Characters in the novels of
Dan Brown and Michael Crichton often flit about to scenes in another continent. Most of this
novel takes place within a few square miles of downtown Los Angeles. Unlike the novels of Tom
Clancy, the locale never shifts to what Team B is doing on the other side of the earth. Nobody in
Connelly's novels hops onto a waiting private jet.Although the reviews of Angels Flight posted
here are overwhelmingly positive, I can see why a casual reader in the market for an action-
thriller might not enjoy this novel. As opposed to the typical good-guys/bad-guys scenario of
most popular fiction, Angels Flight is unrelentingly dark and depressing. There are no thrills in



the form of car chases or shootouts; no racing around trying to find a time bomb with a red
digital-readout. It's not a movie script, it's a novel.Reading through his oeuvre, one notices with
admiration how much Connelly improved as a writer over the span of his early novels. He
gradually discarded anything that was unrealistic or a cliché. Thrown overboard were the
perverted evil genius lurking under the bed; no more Dollmaker; no one crawling through
ventilation ducts. In place of the boogeyman, there appeared the far more disturbing threat of
sociopolitical conflict. Instead of escapist entertainment, stark realism became his intent.Most of
the early scenes in Angels Flight take place inside confined areas, instilling a feeling of
claustrophobic unease in the reader. The protagonist, Harry Bosch, is, as usual, menaced by his
old nemesis, Deputy Chief Irving. Bosch can't trust his fellow cops. His wife is leaving him. The
principal case is taken away from him. Frankie Sheehan's ordeal. The sense of frustration and
isolation are overwhelming. It's not a fun book.I'm embarrassed to admit that I have occasionally
purchased some book, sold it, then purchased it again some years later. Poor books make such
a slight impression on me, that I forget that I've read them. I haven't read Angels Flight in its
entirety in about five years, yet I recall some scenes in it vividly, as if I'd just put the book down.
Occasionally, I'll read just a passage, a few pages in the book, because because they're my
favorite writing. Sometimes, so as to clear my palate, I'll pick this book up after reading a
particularly trashy novel, just to remind myself that I really do enjoy reading. It's just as you might
have a favorite song that you listen to when you're in a certain mood. The late-night clandestine
meeting where Harry Bosch and Captain John Garwood sit in a car parked at Frank Sinatra's
star on the Hollywood Walk is one such passage, and I often paraphrase Garwood's words to a
friend: "I know how you feel. Everybody's drinking, but you can't."I should again mention that the
whodunit aspect of this novel is of minor importance. After the denouement, when the identity of
the real killer is revealed, it's somewhat of a letdown. The poignancy of the story is Harry
Bosch's determination to press on after everyone and everything has turned against him, when
any ordinary man would've given it up . . . and just quit. The mystery isn't the story, Harry Bosch
is the story. Stubborn, volatile, generally dislikable, this character launched a host of imitators
(e.g., 
  
Harry Hole

  
  



). Before Harry Bosch, detectives were suave, debonaire, unbeatable. Now, detectives with
problems are the fad. Before Michael Connelly's breakthrough the only problem detectives had
was keeping the dames off of them.Novelists who are generally considered to be profound --
e.g., David Foster Wallace or Thomas Pynchon -- include everything they can think of in their
books: politics, ethics, metaphysics. Michael Connelly takes the opposite approach. He zeros in
on the thoughts and actions of one man -- Harry Bosch -- to the exclusion of all else. It's very
focused writing, and that seems to me to be a more difficult feat to perform.”

Silver Screen Videos, “Harry Bosch Takes Flight. There’s a saying in the legal profession that
“hard cases make bad law,” but there might also be a similar saying in the police profession that
“hard cases make bad law enforcement.” That’s certainly the case in Michael Connelly’s “Angels
Flight,” featuring his best-known protagonist, LA Detective Harry Bosch. Connelly does Bosch
no favors here, plunging the detective immediately into a case that’s both difficult and potentially
incendiary, but the author does his readers a big favor by treating them to an excellent
mystery.For those familiar with the “Bosch” TV series on Amazon, “Angels Flight” served as the
basis for the show’s fourth season. However, for people who have seen the series but not read
this book, their enjoyment won’t be spoiled by their prior experience. The resolution of the
central mystery in the novel is quite different, and in my opinion, better and considerably more
complex than on the TV show.The Angels Flight referred to in the title of the novel is a well-
known Los Angeles landmark, a cable car that goes up and down a nearly vertical incline in
downtown Los Angeles. When Connelly wrote “Angels Flight” in 1999, the ride was in service,
although it’s been closed on and off since then for various repairs (as I write this review in 2019,
it’s open again). Although the ride is a tourist attraction, it’s also a method of transport for those
who live in the area, like the novel’s Howard Elias, a black attorney who made quite a bit of
money suing the LAPD on behalf of various suspects and defendants. His latest multimillion-
dollar lawsuit was due to go to trial in a couple of days when a gunman put a permanent end to
Elias’ career as he rode the train late one night. The LAPD brass realize that the case is
potentially explosive since Elias was both a hero to many in the black community and a man
despised and vilified by many cops. Of course, Bosch gets assigned the case, and he soon finds
that maneuvering past all the departmental and city politics involved is even more challenging
than finding the killer.As a mystery, “Angels Flight” is quite good, with Connelly throwing in some
classic bits like cryptic messages that Bosch finds in Elias’ office which need to be deciphered.
The final reveal in the last couple of chapters is fairly surprising as well, as the author covers his
tracks well when he leaves a handful of clues behind. But “Angels Flight” is about far more than
figuring out who killed Howard Elias. Instead, it’s a study in the murky gray area where law
enforcement and politics collide. In 1999, when “Angels Flight” is set, Los Angeles was still
dealing with the aftermath of the Rodney King and O.J. Simpson cases, so Bosch’s superiors in
the story were acutely aware of the possible repercussions of Elias’ murder and how it might
play out among the black community, especially if a cop was implicated in the killing. So, the



book becomes somewhat of a tightrope act that Bosch and his superiors work, torn between the
effort to find the killer and the need to keep the peace in the city, along with a good bit of cynical
self-dealing by some of the characters in the book. This makes for a fascinating, compelling read
that easily eclipses the actual murder mystery in terms of engaging readers. Many readers will
not enjoy the book’s rather cynical ending, but that’s the sign of an excellent book. Connelly is
not afraid to deny readers the pat happy ending they typically want in favor of a murkier and
more realistic one.Connelly also takes the time to give readers assorted bits and pieces of police
business that don’t advance the actual case at hand but do make the novel feel more real. One
great example is his discussion of one of Bosch’s earlier cases, one that the press dubbed the
“hard-boiled egg” case. As Bosch reluctantly recounts the story, it was the presence of hard-
boiled eggs at the scene of a suspicious death that enabled him to determine what actually
occurred there. Unlike some writers who strive for “authenticity” by burying readers with
mountains of researched detail, Connelly gives just enough to make the action seem real
without detracting from the pace of the book.One aspect of “Angels Flight” that will probably
garner some chuckles for readers in 2019 that weren’t there when the book was first published is
its depiction of now-badly outdated technology. In 1999, lots of police still used pagers instead of
cell phones (which figures into the plot on a couple of occasions), and Bosch seems to be a
complete Luddite regarding the use of personal computers and the Internet. As a result, one of
the younger, more technically savvy detectives on the case has to give him a crash course that
winds up being rather amusing when read today. The investigation in the Elias case eventually
uncovers some Internet-based criminal activity, and, at the time, probably surprised and
shocked some readers that it even existed. Today, that sort of activity still goes on, but the
mechanism portrayed in “Angels Flight” seems almost archaic.Apart from some badly dated
technological references, though, “Angels Flight” remains as cutting edge today as it was 20
years ago. The politics and the intrigue are just as fresh, and the moral dilemmas that Bosch
faces as he tries to wade his way through the case are just as troubling for him and the readers.
The entire novel takes place over a week, but readers will completely lose track of time, both in
terms of Bosch’s progress on the case and their own in reading the book. The book is a good
introduction to Connelly and Bosch, as its plot isn’t overly reliant on events in earlier books. But
the best reason I can give for recommending “Angels Flight” is that it’s just a top-notch novel.”

Bill Johnson, “Angels Flight - Connelly does it again. Another great Bosch novel. A fun and
exciting read. Connelly describes the area of LA perfectly. Bosch never let’s go and follows the
bread crumb trail to the end. So many twists and turns. I couldn’t stop reading.”

Sherry Wessman of Livonia Mi., “A Chiller Thriller!. You almost feel like you're there, in this one.
Like you're standing there in the riots. Without my giving to much away. The description is so
clever. Especially at the end. The book where you almost like Irving,... almost, but not quite. And
you forgive Bosch his sins.”



Four eye Tex, “An important development in the early Harry Bosch story. This is a well/written
unusual story about a little known part of downtown LA and critical part of Harry Bosch’s early
development as a caring, determined policeman moving his way upthe high ranking officer
system. It is surprising so pay careful attention!”

Joel J, “Very enjoyable good mystery. Good read”

C. McClane, “Intricate exciting plot.. Even more so than other Bosch stories, this plot was very
intricate and provided intrigue and excitement in every chapter.”

The Outsider, “Flying High. Having been underwhelmed by City of Bones, I decided to try
another Bosch book that linked into the TV series - and was knocked out. This book had
everything Bones lacked - fully fleshed out characters, a brilliant story and a driving pace. It was
even better than the TV series - though that series departed from the striking narrative
here.When Howard Elias is killed, everyone in LA is bracing for race riots like Rodney King. Elias
was a lawyer about to prove his black client was tortured by the LAPD but gets gunned down.
Bosch is thrown into the case, buffeted by politics throughout. The case throws up amazing
surprises that are altogether credible, and Bosch's personal life goes to hell in front of his eyes at
the same time.It is simply the best police procedural I have ever read. It makes me want to read
more Connelly. It is sharp, complex, and written with real inside knowledge. Brilliant”

James Brydon, “Another gripping and entertaining thriller from a highly talented crime writer..
Angels FlightHieronymus “Harry” Bosch is back, fighting crime in Los Angeles, and for once he
finds himself almost a part of the establishment, although naturally, Bosch being Bosch, things
prove to be far from straightforward.The novel opens with Bosch being called in the middle of a
Friday night in 1999 by the Deputy Chief of Police for Los Angeles, demanding that he gather
together his team and proceed, as soon as possible, to Angels Flight, the landmark funicular
railway in Bunker Hill, downtown LA. Having arrived, he learns that there has been a double
murder, and that one of the victims is prominent lawyer. Howard Elias had made many enemies
(mainly cops) during his successful career that revolved around suing LAPD officers and
detectives over claims of police brutality, racism and corruption. His latest case, charging four
LAPD detectives with the torture of an African American suspect being held on suspicion of
murder, was scheduled to start during the following week.All too conscious of the rioting and
mayhem that had followed the clearing of the officers charged with beating up Rodney King, the
Deputy Chief asks Bosch to lead the investigation, and to keep him advised of every new
development. Feeling that he is being set up to fail in the glare of extreme public and media
scrutiny, Bosch is reluctant to take the case on, but is given no room for manoeuvre by the
Deputy Chief. As if to add insult to injury, aware that suspicion is bound to land on rogue police
officers, the Deputy Chief orders Bosch to work alongside four detectives from Internal Affairs



Division, including john Chastain, who had twice investigated disciplinary charges levelled
against Bosch himself. As if these factors were not enough to leave Bosch feeling sorely tried,
his marriage to former FBI agent Eleanor Wish is also facing difficulties, and she seems to have
gone AWOL.Michael Connelly’s talent lies in his tight plotting and creation of highly plausible
characters. In this novel there is greater consideration of the political context against which the
plot unfolds, but this never intrudes to the detriment of the books, there is lots of action, although
this time there a fair amount of political intrigue is adept at keeping the plot moving, and he does
just that here.”

Steve on Jersey, “Unusual but that's Harry Bosch. I have read all the Harry Bosch books in the
series and enjoyed everyone immensely. Sometimes it seems that the book is slow in starting, or
a story subject of little interest, don't give up you will not be disappointed. Michael's knowledge
of the Law and procedures in applying it is second to none.For me I find it sad that his use of the
English Language is Americanised but I guess many of his readers are American. One of the
worst for me is the word 'Gotten', there is of course no such word in correct English. The
storyline more than makes up for this. I recommend reading the books in the correct order,
although they are predominately stand alone books, there is a degree of follow on.”

Paul S, “Oh my goodness, what a terrific story.. I love intelligent, well written, engaging police
procedural stories and not one of the books in the Harry Bosch series that I have read to date
has disappointed me in this regard. However, this book, the sixth in the series, is one of the best
in my opinion. In fact, I found it hard to believe that it was first published approaching twenty
years ago, in December 1998.Harry is put in charge of a case no detective in the LA police force
wants to handle. The murder victim, Howard Elias, is a prominent lawyer who is bringing a civil
case against the police for the violent way in which they handled the interrogation of his client,
Michael Harris, who had been acquitted for the rape and murder of a 12 year old girl. Elias
believes he has sufficient evidence to not only bring down the guilty cops but also to expose the
real murderer of the young girl.What I particularly enjoyed was the way the story unfolds. It starts
with the discovery of two bodies in one of the cars on the Angels Flight cable railway in
downtown Los Angeles and Harry being ordered to take charge of the case. From then on you
follow the investigation through the eyes of Harry and his team, as if you are a fly-on-the-wall.
You are present as they sift and uncover evidence and develop possible motives for a number of
different suspects. As they hunt for the truth, you empathise with their concerns, their fears of
being swayed by their own feelings for the earlier case and their increasing frustration as they
sense they are being manipulated for political purposes.You can easily read and enjoy this book
as a standalone novel, but I think you will appreciate it all the more if you have read the previous
books in the series as a number of characters who appeared in the earlier books play a
prominent part in this one. It also helps if you know about the politically charged atmosphere in
the USA in the early-to-mid nineteen-nineties as this is an important backdrop to the story.There



are plenty of twists and turns to the story and the ending caught me by surprise. I should say
however, that some readers may find one or two of the scenes or some of the subject matter a
little unsettling.  But as a police procedural novel, this one is outstanding.”

The book by Mary Higgins Clark has a rating of 5 out of 4.7. 8,518 people have provided
feedback.
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